Geography ~ 7 day programme
wetlands, karst landscape, tourism and rural culture
Day 1

Arrive Zagreb
Transfer to Kezele Farmstead (picture left)
Squash and cake upon arrival

Day 2

Aims - to learn about and experience wetland ecosystems ~ flood control

Day in Lonjsko Polje Park - guided by English-speaking park ranger
systems ~ how traditional farming methods and livestock breeding have
adapted to accommodate frequent flooding ~ symbiotic relationship between
storks and man
Lunch with resident of the Park who will give a talk on the often conflicting
demands of tourism, conservation and human inhabitation in the Park.
Aims - to appreciate effects of tourism on local communities
Guided boat trip up the Sava River

Aims - to study river features at first hand
Guided walk through riparian oak forest with forest ranger
Day 3

Aims - understand the principles of forest management and the conditions
which create different habitats for vegetation and fauna.
Afternoon at Jasenovac Museum, site of WW2 concentration camp

Aims - to understand some of Croatia’s recent history and to appreciate how
events of WW2 contributed to the break up of Yugoslavia in 1991.
Visit to village of Krapje - protected village of architectural heritage.

Aims - to understand the position Croatia held as the front line between the
Austro -Hungarian and Ottomon Empires
Evening - Wine tasting and wine education

Day on Kezele Farmstead - “Living Off the Land”
Day 4

Aims - A practical, hands-on day to explore the nature of subsistence farming
and making ones own food from local produce
Morning farm jobs - collecting eggs, brushing horses, cleaning stables etc
• Bread-making / Jam-making / Pickling and preserving / Sausage making
• Mushrooming - learn key features for correct identification
• Ethno-collection quiz - quiz to guess uses of unfamiliar farm items
•

Kayaking on the Upper Mrežnica River
Day 5
Lots of fun kayaking over cascades of tufa
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Day 6

Plitvice Lakes UNESCO World Heritage site.
Short lecture by park experts on creation of tufa, travertine and the geology
of the Lakes. Hike around the Lower Lakes and waterfalls
Aims - to study a karst landscape and formation of tufa
Late afternoon - guided visit to Barac Caves - see bats and spectacular
dripstone formations

Day 7

Morning - Guided tour of Old Zagreb - opportunity for shopping at Dolac
Market
Depart Zagreb
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